Given a set P of n points in R d , a tour is a closed simple path that covers all the given points, i.e. a Hamiltonian cycle. A link is a line segment connecting two points and a rectilinear link is parallel to one of the axes. The problems of defining a path and a tour with minimum number of links, also known as Minimum-Link Covering Path and Minimum-Link Covering Tour respectively are proven to be NP-hard in R 2 . The corresponding rectilinear versions are also NP-hard in R 2 . A set of points is said to be in general position for rectilinear versions of the problems if no two points share any coordinate. We call a set of points in R d to be in relaxed general position if no three points share any coordinate and any two points can share at most one coordinate. That is, if the points are either in general position or in relaxed general position then an axis parallel line can contain at most one point. If points are in relaxed general position then these problems are NP-hard in R 10 . We prove that these two problems are in fact NP-hard in R 4 . If points in R d , d > 1 are in general position then the time complexities of these problems, both basic and rectilinear versions, are unknown.
Introduction
The problem of covering a finite set of points with line segments is a fundamental problem in computational geometry with applications in fields like VLSI design, manufacturing etc.. This article addresses the problem of covering points with tours comprising of rectilinear line segments, which are axis parallel line segments. Let P = {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ...p k } be the given set of input points in R d . A link is a line segment that connects two points possibly from P . A chain is a simple path of links that passes through all the points of P whereas a closed-chain is a simple circuit that passes through all points of P . An intermediate point on a path is a turn or a bend [1, 2] . Two adjacent links are connected at a common point which is a turn. A spanning path is a chain where the links connect points from P only. That is, a spanning path can take turns only at given input points. A covering path is a polygonal chain which can turn at chosen points that are not in P . Dumitrescu et al. [3] have shown that the number of links required for a spanning path is n − 1 and at least n 2 links are required for a covering path. The bounds for the number of links in a minimum link spanning path problem are studied in [10] when the paths are axes aligned. The general covering problems include covering a given set of points in R d with line segments or with a chain or with a closed chain. These problems are respectively called Line Cover Problem, Covering Path Problem and Covering Tour Problem. If the links are restricted to be axis parallel then we obtain the rectilinear versions of these problems. The general and rectilinear versions of these covering problems are posed as optimization problems where the number of turns are to be minimized. A summary of the complexity results of these problems is given in Table 1 .
Covering problems with constraints on the points also have been investigated. A set of points is said to be in general position if no three points are collinear [3] . In this article we address rectilinear versions of these problems. For rectilinear versions a set of points is said to be in general position if no two points share any coordinate [2] . The complexities of Covering Path Problem and Covering Tour Problem when the points are in general position are not known [2] . We call a set of points in R d to be in relaxed general position if no three points share any coordinate and any two points can share at most one coordinate. If a set of points in rectilinear versions of the problems are in either general position or relaxed general position then they have at most one point on an axis parallel line for d > 2. When points are in relaxed general position Jiang [2] proved that Minimum-Link Rectilinear Covering Tour and Minimum-Link Rectilinear Covering Path are NP-hard in R 10 . In this article we show that these problems are NP-Hard in R 4 . The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusess the background. In Section 3 construction of points in R 4 from the corresponding points in R 2 grid is shown and the complexity proof of Min-Link Rectilinear Tour problem is given. Section 4 proves the complexity of Min-Link Rectilinear Path problem. Section 5 states the conclusions.
Previous methods
The angle between adjacent links can be either 90
• , 180
• or 270
• at any turn for rectilinear versions of the problems [10, 2] . Wang et al. [9] proved that the prob-lems Minimum-Link Rectilinear Covering Tour and Minimum-Link Rectilinear Covering Path are both NP-Hard in R 2 . Wang's proof relies on a reduction from cardinality constrained bipartite graph problem and in his method mutiple points are covered by a rectilinear line segment. Jiang's proof relies on a reduction from Hamiltonian cycles in grid graphs. In his construction no axisparallel line in R 10 covers more than one constructed point. In addition to this, the constraints applied to the problems considered by Wang and Jiang are different. In the problem considered by the former there is no constraints on the points but for latter the points are in relaxed general position. In Jiangs method two points in R 10 shares a coordinate if the corresponding point in the grid are adjacent and hence the constructed points in R 10 are in relaxed general position.
Jiang used ten dimensions to represent the adjacencies and turns of points in the grid. He used four axes (a, b, c and d) in R 10 to represent the four adjacencies a point in a grid can have. He, then showed that a grid point can participate in exactly one of the six types of turns (shown in figure 1 ). He used six more axes (r, s, t, u, v and w) to represent the turn in which a point participates in such a way that if a point p i participate in a turn of type say 3, then the line segment which covers the corresponding point q i ∈ R 10 is drawn parallel to one of the six axes say t, which represents turn of type 3. 3 Minimum-Link Rectilinear Covering Tour in R 4 G(P, E) is a grid graph or simply a grid in the sequel, consists of a finite set P of points in R 2 and every pair of adjacent points are connected by an edge. Two points p i = (x i , y i ) and p k = (x k , y k ) are considered adjacent in the grid if x i = x k and y i = y k ± 1 or y i = y k and x i = x k ± 1. Let |P | = n and |E| = m, we label each vertex of P with a unique value from {1, 2...n} and each edge of E with a unique value from {1, 2...m}. Let p i = (x i , y i ) ∈ P be a grid point and let q i ∈ Q be the corresponding point in R 4 . Let (a, b, c, d) be the four axes of R 4 . We specify a construction that maps a given p i to a specific
Our construction method is similar to that of M Jiang in [2] . We call each q i as a constructed point.
We determine the coordinates of q i based on the adjacencies of p i , as follows. Let p k be a point adjacent to p i and let j be the label of the edge (p i , p k ). For every q i all its coordinates are initially assigned a value of i. Then we update the four coordinates of q i based on which one of the following cases applies. If (y k = y i ) If x i is odd and x k = x i − 1, or if x i is even and x k = x i + 1 then set a i = n + j If x i is odd and x k = x i + 1, or if x i is even and
If y i is odd and Proof Let p i and p k be two points in R 2 and let q i and q k be the corresponding constructed points in R 
In both cases the points q i and q k share exactly one of the four axes.
(ii)Assume that for some integers u and i(u = i) there exist two non-adjacent points p u and p i such that the corresponding constructed points q u and q i in R 4 share at least one coordinate. Without loss of generality, assume that the points q u and q i share the a − axis, i.e. a u = a i . The following cases that update the coordinates prove that this happens only if the points are adjacent (contradiction) or u = i (contradiction). During the construction the update procedure may update the axis a as follows. Case 1: Both a u and a i are updated. This happens only if the points are adjacent, which contradicts the assumption that they are non-adjacent. Case 2: a u is updated and a i is not updated. The coordinate a u is updated implies that a u ← n + j where j is label of the edge (q u , q i ). After updation a u = a i implies n + j = i. As n is the total number of points in the grid this case is not possible. Case 3: a u is not updated and a i is updated. Similar to Case 2. Case 4: Neither a u nor a i is updated Initially a u = u and a i = i. So a u = a i implies u = i. This contradicts the fact that u = i.
(iii) Consider three consecutive points q a , q b , q c in R 4 . The corresponding adjacent pairs of points in the grid are (p a , p b ) and (p b , p c ). Let the coordinates of the three points p a , p b , p c be (x a , y a ), (x b , y b ) and (x c , y c ) respectively. We prove the claim only for one axis (say, a − axis) since the proff for all other axes are similar. Assume that due to the adjacency of the points p a and p b a − axis is updated. Based on the construction this happens in following two cases only. The selection of axis that is to be updated is done based on the parity of x and y coordinates of the grid points during construction of points in R 4 . Thus, three consecutive points will never share same axis.
Theorem 3.2 Let G be a grid in R 2 . G has a Hamiltonian circuit if and only if the set of points Q constructed in R 4 has a rectilinear tour of 3n links.
Proof Direct implication: Let G has a Hamiltonian circuit H. We construct rectilinear tour in R 4 . Consider two consecutive points p i and p j in H. By Lemma 3.1, the corresponding points q i and q j in R 4 will share one coordinate and differ all others. Without loss of generality, assume that the points share a − axis. Now we connect the points q i and q j using 3 rectilinear links L 1 , L 2 and L 3 as follows. Reverse implication: Assume that there exists a rectilinear tour T of 3n links in R 4 . Let q i and q j be two consecutive constructed points in T . The intermediate points used to connect q i and q j will share coordinates with q i and q j . For example the intermediate point (a i , b j , c i , d i ) shares b − axis with q j and all others with q i . From Lemma 3.1 it is clear that any two points will share exactly one coordinte if and only if they are adjacent in grid and otherwise all four coordinates will be different. Thus the tour is a simple tour and at least 3 rectilinear links are required to connect q i and q j and a minimum of 3n rectilinear links are required to cover n points. Further, if a rectilinear tour of 3n links exists in Q then every pair of points (q i , q j ) in R 4 must correspond to (p i , p j ) in G where p i , p j are adjacent. Thus corresponding to the rectilinear tour (q 1 , q 2 ...q n , q 1 ) we have a simple tour (p 1 , p 2 ...p n , p 1 ) where clearly (p 1 , p 2 ...p n , p 1 ) is a Hamiltonian circuit in G.
Minimum-Link Rectilinear Covering path in R 4
Minimum Link Rectilinear Covering Tour was shown to be NP-hard in R 4 in the earlier section. We employ the same construction to construct Q, to prove that the Minimum-Link Rectilinear Covering Path is NP-hard in R 4 where two points p 1 and p 2 in G are given as starting and ending points. The Hamiltonian path in grid graphs problem consists of grid graph defined by a set of grid points and two specified points as the start and end of the Hamiltonian path. Hamiltonian path in grid graphs problem was shown to be NP-complete by Itai et al. [8] .
Using the same construction method elucidated in Section 3 we construct the set Q of points in R 4 with two points q 1 and q 2 specified as start and end points, which corresponds to the points p 1 and p 2 in grid. Following theorem shows the reduction. Theorem 4.1 Let G be a grid in R 2 . G has a Hamiltonian path if and only if the set of points Q constructed in R 4 has a rectilinear path of 3(n − 1) links.
Proof Let G have a Hamiltonian path P . We construct rectilinear path in R 4 . Consider two consecutive points p i and p j in P . By Lemma 3.1, the corresponding constructed points q i and q j in R 4 will share one coordinate and differ in all others. Without loss of generality, assume that the points share a − axis. Now we connect the points q i and q j using 3 rectilinear links L 1 , L 2 and L 3 as follows.
In this case the points p 1 and p 2 are the starting and ending points of Hamiltonian path P . So 3(n−1) links suffice to create the rectilinear covering path in R 4 .
Reverse implication: Assume that there exists a rectilinear path of 3(n − 1) links in R 4 . Consider two consecutive constructed points q i and q j in Q. As shown in Lemma 3.1 q i and q j share at most one axis and hence 3 rectilinear links are required to connect q i and q j . Thus, a minimum of 3(n − 1) rectilinear links are required to cover n−1 edges. Further, if a rectilinear path P * of 3(n−1) links exists in Q then every (q i , q i+1 ) in P * in R 4 must correspond to (p i , p i+1 ) in G where p i , p i+1 are consecutive points in P . Thus, corresponding to the rectilinear path (q 1 , q i1 ...q i n−2 , q 2 ) we have a simple path (p 1 , p i1 ...p i n−2 , p 2 ) where clearly (p 1 , p i1 ...p i n−2 , p 2 ) is a Hamiltonian path in G.
Conclusions
We prove that Minimum-Link Rectilinear Covering Tour is NP-hard in R 4 when the points are in relaxed general position. We also prove that Minimum-Link Rectilinear Covering Path for a given pair of start and end points is NP-hard in R 4 when the points are in relaxed general position.
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